
 

 

Enter the Magical Universe of Your Dreams—Tonight! 

 

Introducing the Amazing New 

DreamMask 
 

Wear it and Your Most Secret Desires Will be Fulfilled 

Within Minutes! 

 
[Insert Video Screen here] 

 

 
Achieve spiritual enlightenment and personal fulfillment—the 

possibilities are endless... 

 

• Tap into your innermost desires and ambitions—and 

finally realize your unique and hidden potential. 

• Step through opened gateways to heightened inspiration, 

creativity, and physical prowess. 

• Climb your personal mountains—to seek and find the 

ultimate truth... your truth! 

 

And never leave the comfort of your home and bed... 

 

Converse with someone you’ve never met... but always wished you 

had... 

 



• A prophet... an angel... an ascended master 

• A world leader... a world changer... a mythical figure  

• A brilliant artist, scientist, philosopher...or even a 

departed loved one. 

 

And hear their answers to your most burning questions... 

 

Travel back or forward in time...  

 

• To the days of your favorite childhood memories 

• To a year, a century, an era you would love to experience 

• To witness an event that changed the world—or your 

life—forever 

 

And do it all—as soon as Tonight! 

 

[Insert Updating day and time] 

Colorado Springs, Colorado 

 

Dear Dream Rider, 

 

My name is Bruce Gelerter, inventor of the DreamMask. 

 

By profession, I’m an engineer. I was a member of the engineering team 

that worked on the "Star Wars" projects during the Reagan era. 

 

I also helped develop space and ground-based laser systems at Allied 

Corporation which are now used for research purposes at Los Alamos Labs 

and the radiology division at GE Medical. 

 

But my passion is “Lucid Dreaming.” 

 

Why? Because I hate being limited, constrained, tied down—physically, 

mentally or spiritually. And if you do too, read on, because... 



 

• If you want to fly like an eagle, or hitch a ride on a magic carpet into 

outer spare—to visit distant galaxies or other dimensions... 

 

• If you want to solve complex mathematical formulas, ponder age-old 

philosophical dilemmas which escape or confound you during the 

day... 

 

• If you want to go back in time or forward into the future to explore 

the wisdom and mysteries of the universe... 

 

• If you want to chat with Moses, Jesus, Confucius, Shakespeare and 

Einstein...  

 

• If want to play tennis at Wimbledon against Roger Federer, pitch in 

the seventh game of the World Series for the Red Sox, score a touch 

down at the Super Bowl for Chicago, dance with the stars, and sing at 

Carnegie Hall... 

 

• If you want to spend a sexually-charged, wildly romantic evening 

with—well, some things we’ll just keep to ourselves.  

 

But you get the picture. If you want to see, feel, think and do what you 

never—could never—do when you’re awake... now you can.  

 

When you Become “Lucid” in Your Dreams 
 

For centuries, thousands of people have awoken within their dreams and 

explored their inner minds, directed their own thoughts, confronted their 

demons, embraced their fears, enjoyed soaring flights of fancy, answered 

questions that vexed them in their waking hours and reached blissful 

serenity and creativity. 

 

[Insert as Sidebar with text wrapping around] 



ABC News Reports: 

“In lucid dreams, one can fly like a superhero, master martial arts with no 

fear of injury, or have a tryst with a total stranger.” 

--ABC News, Nov. 30, 2007 

[End Sidebar] 

 

The ancient Greeks visited Dream Temples where they’d sleep and 

dream—because in they’re dreams they knew they’d find answers to the 

problems that upset them, discover cures to the ailments that plagued them 

and ultimately find the right and true path to happiness and contentment. 

 

And in the eighth century, Tibetan Buddhists were practicing a form of 

yoga designed to help them maintain full waking consciousness while in 

the dream state. According to the Tibetan Book of the Dead, the yogis had 

almost total control over their "waking dreams" and then used this ability 

to heighten and increase their spiritual awareness. 

 

[Insert as Sidebar, wrap running text around] 

Robert Stockton had this Lucid Dream about Flying! 

“I'm walking through a forest, feeling connected and appreciative of Life 

when I come to a log that lies across my path. As I go to step over it I get 

the impression that I can fly or otherwise defy gravity, which leads me to 

suspect I might be dreaming. I look around and see detail of exceeding 

beauty. 

No, it's too realistic to be a dream, I think as I closely investigate a leaf. 

 

“Flying has always been my reality check in a dream but as I go to try, a 

small voice inside me says "don't try, you might get hurt." In the next 

moment however, a much 'larger' voice says, "but even 'real life' 

is a dream" and with that I soar into the sky and throughout the forest, in 

bliss. 

 

“I was lucid for a long time in that dream, summoning my partner to me so 

I could "prove" Lucid Dreaming and also so I could show off- by jumping 



onto impossibly high and small branches, performing majestic back flips, 

flight and projections of Love. Totally satisfied, I actually 'decided' when to 

end the dream, as opposed to trying to make it stay for as long as possible. 

 

“After my adventures with my partner in the forest we find ourselves back 

at home, in bed, talking animatedly about our experiences. I say, "I'm sorry 

babe, but it's time to wake up. But before we do I want you to remember 

the number "23" so we can prove that we were conscious together in this 

dream." She agrees and we turn over to wake up. 

 

“I open my eyes, happy and excited. I wake Kimberley and ask her if she 

knows what I mean by the number 23. Her face erupts into ecstasy as she 

exclaims, "yes!!!" However, before long I wake up again, realizing the 

previous experience to be a false awakening! 

 

“I woke Kim again but this time her face erupted into a frown of agitated 

sleepy tiredness. Lol. 

 

“This dream will never leave me. I had that dream over three years ago 

and initially it made me feel sorry for people who live so fixedly in the 3d 

physical world of the five senses.” 

[End Sidebar] 

 

When you know you’re dreaming, you can manifest your most ardent 

desires, or transcend the most troubling waters.  When you dream—and are 

aware that you’re dreaming—your spirit takes flight.  You can explore a 

higher and deeper consciousness, and empower and embrace the wisdom 

that is buried within you.  

 

But how do you wake yourself within your dream so that you can truly say 

to yourself... 

 

“Wow! I Must be Dreaming!” 
 



...And then continue to dream... and if you chose... let your imagination 

and deepest desires change the dream in an instant... so you can explore 

other universes, journey to other lands... to fly... to run... to excel... or just 

be with someone you love and left behind... to touch them again.... or for 

the first time. 

 

It will require much time and training, of course. There are books that can 

teach you, and people that can instruct you about “lucid dreaming.” Still, it 

will require much effort and discipline to achieve your first lucid dream.  

 

But... what if you can shortcut the time and the training required—so that 

you might even... 

 

Have a Lucid Dream—Tonight! 
 
All you would need... is to somehow be alerted to the fact that you are 

within a dream... and then be able to direct your thoughts and actions... to 

play different roles, choreograph different scenes... or choose different 

endings. 

 

[Insert Sidebar with text wrapping around] 

Stanford University Researches Lucid Dreams  

“There's two activities that people like to do the most in lucid dreaming. 

The first is, all right, you can violate the laws of physics and say, 'Look, I 

can step in the air, and I can fly.’ The other part is saying, ‘What about the 

laws of society?’ 

 

“You know we have T-shirts that say 'Dream Sex is the only Safe Sex'. The 

lucid dream gives you an opportunity for that kind of simulation 

experience where you know you're safe."  

--Dr. Stephen Laberge, PhD., Stanford University 

[End Sidebar] 

 



Well, now you can.  There is a way to receive that alert, while you sleep 

and dream—when you wear the DreamMask. 

 

I’ve been developing the DreamMask for almost 4 years—improving, 

testing and perfecting it. And now the latest and most complete version is 

available for purchase.  

 

Order your DreamMask right now! 

 Click Here! 

 

Or place your order by calling Toll-FREE 877-686-8999 Right Now! 

 

The DreamMask is a soft, plush, silk sleeping mask—much like any sleep 

mask designed to block out light and permit you to experience a restful, 

uninterrupted sleep.  But, here’s the big difference... 

 

Inside the DreamMask is a small computerized circuit panel that uses a 

highly sensitive infrared motion detector to identify when you enter REM 

(Rapid Eye Movement) sleep—the dream stage of sleep. 

 

[Insert as Sidebar, wrap running text around] 

Joe wore the DreamMask and had a Lucid Dream that very first night! 

“The very first night I used it I had a Lucid Dream! I was able to control 

what my dream was. When I woke up and then went back to sleep I was 

able to go back to the dream that I was having.” 

-- Joe G. Colorado 

[End Sidebar] 

 

You see, when you’re dreaming and looking at various objects in your 

dream, your eyes actually move, even though you’re sleeping.  And when 

the DreamMask detects these eye’s movements, usually within minutes of 

falling asleep, it flashes a series of soft red LED lights at you. 

 

And when you see these soft red lights—in your dream... 



 

You Know You’re Dreaming! 
 

Because everyone has a different sensitivity to light, the red LED lights in 

the DreamMask are fully adjustable. So if the lights are too bright and 

wake you from your dream—you can quickly scale down their brightness.  

And if the red lights are too weak to notice within your dream, you can 

easily make them shine brighter. 

 

And, as you’re discovering the brightness level that’s just right for you—

you’re also training your sleeping mind to recognize the shining red lights 

as your “dream sign”—the signal that tells you, you’re dreaming! 

 

Why wait months or even years to learn and train yourself to signal your 

sleeping mind? The DreamMask can awaken you to your dreams—as soon 

as tonight! 

 

[Insert as Sidebar-with running text wrapping around] 

Proven Effective on TV! 

 
The DreamMask was recently profiled on TV by FOX News reporter Beth 

Bason, who actually used the latest version of the DreamMask. In the 

report, Beth is heard to say, “I felt like I was playing a role in my own 

movie!” And then she added, “Afterwards, I felt energized and wanted to 

do it again!”

[End sidebar] 

 

Extremely Affordable 
 

For less than the price of quality bed linens... you can now enjoy 

adventures and experiences that are beyond price and possibility! 

 



How much do you spend every year on movies, video DVDs and the like, 

just to watch somebody else’s two-dimensional dreams and fantasies on an 

artificial screen? 

 

Well, for only $299 you can now see your own dreams come true—and 

you’ll be right in the middle of all the action—3D and live! 

 

Have you ever wanted to explore the outer reaches of space, or the depths 

of the ocean, to swim with sharks and whales—and never be eaten or 

swallowed—or climb the highest mountains—leaping and jumping?  How 

about sharing a cup of coffee with Shakespeare as he writes Romeo and 

Juliet, or Socrates and Plato as they discourse on life and humanity?  Or 

how about just swinging from tree to tree like a monkey—without ever 

falling? 

 

Or, maybe you’d like to explore the depths of your own mind—to ask and 

answer questions about your own existence—to gain insights and find 

answers that are otherwise too confused and jumbled when you’re awake.  

 

And maybe you’d like to answer the ultimate question: why?  Why am I 

who I am?  Why do we live and die? Why is there suffering? Why was I 

given life? Is there a God?  

 

In your dreams you can begin to find the answers to these questions and 

many more. 

 

In your dreams, when your mind is totally relaxed—you’re able to draw on 

all the accumulated conscious influences—education, knowledge, biases 

and expectations—that have contributed to your life.  

 

In your dreams you can find your truth and your meaning—and fulfill your 

waking desires—no matter where or what they may be. 

 

[Insert as Sidebar with text wrapping around] 



Live Your Dreams—Every Night! 
 

Order your DreamMask right now! 

 Click Here! 

 

Or place your order by calling Toll-FREE 877-686-8999 Right Now! 

[End Sidebar] 

 

You’ll Find Success and Happiness in Your Dreams 
 

History is filled with hundreds of stories of dream-inspired successes and 

creations. 

 

Writers have credited much of their literary inspiration to their dreams. 

 

Robert Louis Stevenson attributed his novel The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll 

and Mr. Hyde to a dream. And the opium-dream poem, Kubla Khan by 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge was inspired by a dream. 

 

In science, Fredrich Kekule discovered the structure of the benzene 

molecule in a dream.  Otto Loewi was able to demonstrate the chemical 

mediation of nerve impulses thanks to his dreams. 

 

Elias Howe’s invented the sewing machine in a dream. 

 

Painters William Blake and Paul Klee claimed that some of their 

masterpieces first appeared to them in their dreams. 

 

Composers, Mozart, Beethoven, Wagner and others have credited many of 

their compositions to the music they first heard in their dreams. 

 

In sports, golfer Jack Nicklaus claims to have made a discovery in a dream 

that improved his game by ten strokes—over night! 



 

And it’s well known that whenever Thomas Edison, inventor 

extraordinaire, hit a stumbling block when trying to perfect an invention—

he’d lie down on his couch in his laboratory and take a nap—and 

invariably, when he awoke from his dreams, he had the solution at hand. 

 

Improve the Quality of Your Life—Over Night! 
 

Fix a troubled relationship, perfect your backhand in tennis, rehearse a 

speech or performance—almost anything you seek and desire can be found 

in your dreams—especially when you have the ability to direct your 

dreams to help you. 

 

And the DreamMask helps you to enter that dream state! 

  

Order Today and You’ll also Receive... 
 

• The DreamMaker Workbook.  This 21-page workbook is filled 

with tutorials and exercises to help you plan and even schedule your 

lucid dreams.  It’ll also provide you with techniques to keep you 

from falling out of your dreams and waking prematurely, so you can 

continue your dream adventures throughout the night! 

 

• The DreamMaker Manual. It’ll provide you with easy-to-

follow instructions on how to adjust the LED lights in the mask. And, 

in your DreamMask there’s also a tone generator (adjustable of 

course) that’s connected to a “reality button”. The manual will show 

you how to actually press that button in your dream—to confirm that 

you’re dreaming (or not).  There’s also a 40-minute delay timer you 

can learn to activate—so the LED lights won’t flash until you’re really 

asleep.  And of course there’s a FAQ section to answer all your 

questions. 

 



• Plus, you’ll also receive a copy of Dr. Stephen LaBerge, Ph.D. 

and Howard Rheingold’s seminal undertaking on Lucid Dreaming, 

Exploring the World of Lucid Dreaming. This 337-page book has been 

hailed as the most influential book on Lucid Dreaming to date.  

 

Based on Dr. LaBerge’s extensive laboratory work at Stanford 

University, this must-read book maps the mind/body relationship 

during the dream state. It also references the teachings of Tibetan 

dream yogis and contemporary scientists such as the esteemed 

German psychologist Dr. Paul Tholey. And it yours—FREE!—when 

you order the DreamMask today! 

 

Order your DreamMask right now! 

 Click Here! 

 

Or place your order by calling Toll-FREE 877-686-8999 Right Now! 

 

Your Dream-Come-True 100% Satisfaction Guarantee! 
 

Keep the DreamMask for a full 60 days, and if during that time you’re not 

completely satisfied with the DreamMask— for any reason—just return it 

and I’ll send you a full and immediate refund of every penny of your 

money! 

And by the way, all materials, workmanship and components of the mask 

are completely guaranteed for one full year! 

So you’ve got absolutely nothing to lose, nothing to risk! 

Order your DreamMask NOW! 

 

The Only One of its Kind! 
 

The DreamMask is the only Lucid Dream induction mask currently on the 

market. Other masks have come and gone, but only the DreamMask 

remains. And the reason is simple—it works!  



 

Better than Ever! 
 

Because of all the modifications and enhancements I’ve made to it—

adjustable LED brightness controls, LED timer-delay control, reality test 

button, and many more features—it now works better and easier than ever! 

 

Hurry! Order your DreamMask today, and enter the magical, mystical 

universe of your dreams—where you’ll achieve spiritual enlightenment 

and personal fulfillment... where you’ll travel back and forth in time... 

where you’ll share time and space with anyone and everyone you’d love to 

meet. 

 

Yes, anything and everything you can ever imagine awaits you—order 

your DreamMask now! You’re going to have so much fun! 

 

Lucidly yours! 

[Signature] 

Bruce Gelerter 

 
[Insert Starburst] FREE! Early Order Bonus! 

 

Order Today and You’ll Also Receive this Bonus Book—

Absolutely FREE! 

 
[Insert Picture of book] 

Dream Dictionary: An A to Z Guide to Understanding Your Unconscious 

Mind by Tony Crisp. 

 

It’s the ultimate guide to your inner self. Dream therapist Tony Crisp will 

take you on a journey into the world of your own subconscious mind. 

Based on material from thousands of dreams gathered during 22 years of 



research, Dream Dictionary is alphabetically organized to give you instant 

reference to:  

• Dream symbols and their meaning.  

• Recurring dreams and their significance.  

• Nightmares—what they reveal and how to banish them.  

• Sex, money, and color in your dreams.  

• Health and your dreams.  

• Dream archetypes—what they mean and how to work with 

them.  

• Problem solving—how to unlock the extraordinary creative 

potential of your dreams. 

• And so much, Much MORE!  

 

But you must order today to receive this fantastic—FREE!—bonus book! 

 

Order your DreamMask right now! 

 Click Here! 

 

Or place your order by calling Toll-FREE 877-686-8999 Right Now! 

 
 

The DreamMaker DreamMask is sold exclusively through Wellness Tools, 

Inc. 3107 W. Colorado Avenue #171 · Colorado Springs, Colorado 80904 


